Were you threatening me, responding so thoughtfully, not to mention within an hour of me emailing you, and if so with what exactly?

If you were not threatening me and just trying to arrogantly taunt me what does it say about your cowardly character, any different to my question above?

Again, we all know that even Einstein’s professors who gave him the top marks at the Polytech in Zurich never bothered to respond to his enquiries for a menial job.

Then again, on April 23rd, 2002 I wasn’t some fresh out of college student coming to you, a former member of the SEC, with “cap in hand”, and consequently you again thought very carefully about your choice of words given how you knew enough about me in “smoking out” the boys from eraider.com so very close to your close buddy Diana Henriques of the New York Times who made “our introduction”, that to just be “silent” wouldn’t be enough to have me “run out of town”, instead drawing on all your so very mediocre Bell Shaped Curve educational system that has the most average rising to the top to “fire across my bow” your
very best shot short of calling in your “Big Guns” who even some 5.5 years back you couldn’t be quite certain would “turn on you!”

Again, a lot of lessons learned by David Ben Gurion, head of the Mossad until his death on December 1st, 1973, 13 months to the day from when I first met with him outside his modest home on Kibbutz Sde Boker, Negev Desert, Israel, from the botched Suzannah Operation of the summer of 1954 when the lead Israeli agent in charge of the covert military operation in Egypt “turned” in all likelihood in the very initial stages of the planning resulting in the capture, torture and death of other Israeli agents.

You better understand the expression, “Blood is as thick as experience!”

You better understand the expression, “Two hits one stone!”

You better understand the Mossad, “By way of deception we wage war!”

Moses didn’t get all that surprised by the Children of Israel so very quickly after escaping the Egyptian chariots who met their fate when the Red Sea returned to normal, resorting as logic would dictate to building for themselves a golden calf made out of pure gold; certainly Moses shouldn’t have broken the first set of stoned tablets containing the easy to understand commandments that don’t need a corrupt preacher-rabbi-mullah to interpret, given how it takes at least one full generation, better yet 40 years in the desert to rid poor conditioning; then again kibbutzim in Israel along with technology have been advancing in recent years, doubling every 18 months.

Back to, “Could I stop you?” and what you have been doing in the interim of me increasing the circle of those dependant upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day?

Your now some 4.5 years shy of a decade “deafening silence”, is perfectly understood by, you would most certainly agree, a whole lot more than the 100 or so Chinese my walkin-talkin work-of-art now also slipper knitter wife and I met on our 24 day, “fact finding mission” last summer to the so green, once out of the major cities, so extraordinarily peaceful, thanks to a gun free society trusting of their law enforcement who also don’t carry guns, all so very polite, non-aggressive, hard working, art-filled cultured Peoples Republic of Communist China who haven’t wasted any time since getting their arms around the US involvement in Tibet which could have been totally destroyed just as the US stood by as 6 million of the best of the best Jewish people went up in smoke, those not shot in forests, as well as who but the brain dead couldn’t figure out US’ hand in the June 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre, in forging the most extraordinary industrial, technical, scientific and military alliance with the State of Israel whose founders didn’t need to read Hollywood blockbuster author-investigative journalist Wall Street Journal editorialist Edward Jay Epstein’s most fascinating non-fiction novel detailing the devious nature of the US De Beers – Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Corporation, beginning with Chapter 9, to “smell a rat” at the highest levels of US-British Intelligence.

What do you now suggest I do having placed up on the internet such irrefutable “smoking gun proof” of voter fraud with the money trail leading all the way to the highest levels of the US Socialist-Democratic Party with the strongest of ties not only to Nazi Germany but to the South African Apartheid Regime AKA The 3rd Reich’s Southern Division who at the behest of American Charles Engelhard and his mafia partner Harry Oppenheimer went along with
stealing South Africa’s precious mineral resources and shipping them all over the world, not just to British-American controlled Hong Kong?

“Could I stop you?” sounds so much like a coward!

“Could I stop you?” sounds so much like a bully!

“Could I stop you?” sounds so much like a coward bully!

What do you suggest DAAC stooge Edward Jay Epstein does to distance himself from you and the rest of your "blackened hand" colleagues in both academia as well as at the De Beers controlled US Federal Reserve and US Treasury given how I am quite certain that just like you can write and mouth the despicable words, "Could I stop you?", you can still, but not necessarily for all that much longer, perfectly understand the significance of Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, subtitle THE SECRET WAR REPORT OF THE OSS/CIA.

Let me at least explain to students of yours like International Monetary Fund lawyer Michael Strauss Esq. who you should recall giving a poor grade in Securities Law that such an important chapter of a rather well written chronology of the awesome "Money Power" of De Beers, does a relatively good job of explaining how the DAAC, the mafia of mafia "left speechless" the Democrat-Socialist President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

You will recall that instead of bombing to smithereens the headquarters of De Beers either in Johannesburg, South Africa or London, England for the DAAC failing to stockpile diamonds as demanded by Roosevelt, all Roosevelt did was essentially tell the world that he felt helpless to stand up to these bullies who had him and everyone around this sickly lawyer President so very bought and paid for.

Let me take the liberty of annoying you once again by reminding you of your right to remain silent at the same time stuffing deep in to your subconscious not only the very brilliant not so Top Secret Israeli Military Intelligence report that explains rather well why Al Quaida hasn’t yet paralyzed the economy of the US, by long before 911 attacking the oil fields of Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia that again in the next instant would totally paralyze the US economy from which there is absolutely no chance of recovery given how the Chinese are rather fed up with being our slaves while we embrace the Dali Lama also yet to comment on the Diamond Invention.

Not to mention, China now having both the people, the economy and military to stand up to the very bloodied and blackened hands of the bully of bullies US 3 Branches of government backed to the hilt by the likes of "smooth talkers" such as yourself in your monkey suits.

The Chinese recall very well Roosevelt recalling 4 Star General Stilwell for telling the truth about how Roosevelt had seen fit to corrupt Chang Kai Check, driving more of a wedge in China under the so tried and proven, “divide and conquer” principle so important in the US “In support of our South East Asia Policy”.

Your hero Roosevelt, you recall, also "saw fit" to turn away the SS St. Louis, its 1,000 or so Jewish passengers ultimately slaughtered in US approved and financed death camps such as Auschwitz, while also naming in 1933 some 6 years prior to the outbreak of World Oil War II, as first chairman of the Securities Exchange Commission DAAC Hollywood operative Joe Kennedy, a virulent Anti-Semite, very much a supporter of Nazi Germany who got their
financing after we collapsed the Deutch Mark making a barrelful of Deutche marks worth no more than a loaf of bread, from the exact same sources that financed DeBeers and the Anglo Boer War as well as the American led 8 Allied invasion of China, all at the turn of the last century.

How much more thinking time do you need before throwing your weight in support of President Bush immediately suspending the trading of shares in public corporations, thus preventing the innocent and naïve from throwing “good money after bad”; those well run corporations will be at a competitive advantage to the smart money socked away.

Moreover, there are some 400+ million “wired” Chinese + heavy duty wired Israelis including Ami Ayalon the most powerful person in all of Israel with his “Minister without Portfolio” status, who may not wait for the Beijing Olympic Games to end before at least crippling an oil supertanker, a sitting duck, on its way to replenish the US strategic oil reserves sold off by President Clinton two years in to his 8 year term that terminated with this DAAC Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar granting at the 11th hour and 59th minute of his fictitious Presidency, a Presidential Pardon to enemy oil trader Marc Rich who like Clinton wanted to give that Presidential Pardon to a traitor who while a fugitive from justice voluntarily relinquished his US citizenship, as much as he wanted a Mossad bullet to the “back of his head”.

The factual data I am providing is more than enough to crash not only the stock and real estate market but the US Dollar were it not, you would agree, for the “Hand of God” doing nothing more than guiding the hard working peoples of China well represented by their not so money crazed leadership, to be gracious in their victory; and graciousness, the Chinese people don’t need to reminded time and again is most often interpreted by bullies as weakness, just check in with the IT.

One does need in order to reach the highest levels of logical thought processing to challenge all those in one’s inner circle beginning by getting very personal in order to “lose one’s identity” with those who have become “lost souls” and who serve as nothing more or less than perfect vacuums that allow light waves to travel, lightening up the path for those searching for truth, not in the least bit afraid either of injury or death.

I have already lived the greatest life imaginable which is only to let you know that each moment going forward I know, versus believe, it is only going to get better as you and your kind find yourselves increasingly isolated and at the same time despite incapable of ever finding God knowing that since I know so very much about how the real world works, functioned rather well at the very highest levels of the socio-economic DAAC pyramid without, however, blackening my hands, there is increasingly reason for you all to be deathly afraid of when next meeting up with our Maker who you must soon take my word for it, if not right now this instant, will be possibly more vengeful than anything I have described so far.

[Word count 1907]

-----Original Message-----
From: Joe Grundfest [mailto:grundfest@stanford.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2002 7:42 AM
To: Gary Gevisser
Cc: joelaw@Stanford.EDU
Subject: Re: FW:
Could I stop you?

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@pacbell.net]
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2002 6:52 AM
To: grundfest@stanford.edu
Subject:

Mr. Grundfest,

I have "smoking gun" proof that a group of business people in conjunction with the highest-ranking members of the Democratic Party have hi-jacked the political system.

May I share it with you?

Gary